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Rationalized
Speed/altitude
Thresholds for ABM Testing
Herbert Un°
The Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty sharply restrictBthe development,testing, and
deploymentof defensesagainststrategic ballistic missiles. But it placesno limitations
on military systemsfor air defense,defenseagainst tactical ballistic missiles, or the
destruction of satellites. Without a clear definitional line betweenABM defensesand
other military systems, a nation that developed,tested, and deployed these other
systemsmight be able to acquirea significantABM capability despite the ABM treaty.
Specific quantitative criteria that differentiate between permitted and prohibited
activities could help to define such a line. This noteproposesthat any test involVing a
target with an altitude in excessof about 70 kilometers or a speedin excessof about
3 kilometers per secondat the moment of closestapproachbetweena weaponand a
target should be consideredeither a "test in an ABM mode"or a test involving a target
equivalent to a strategic ballistic missile or its elements in flight trajectory. The
resulting clarificationwould providea moreobjectivestandardof complianceand would
also allow less leewayin the conductof testBthat are inconsistent with the purposeof
the treaty.

GRAY AREASOF THEABM TREATY
One potential ambiguity in the ABM treaty arises because of the treaty's use
of the phrase "strategic ballistic missile." The ABM treaty limits defenses
against strategic ballistic missiles, which are understood by both sides to be
those ballistic missiles that are able to attack targets of one side and that are
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launched from bases located on the homeland of the other side or launched
from submarines belonging to that other side. For missiles launched from
homeland territory, missile range is a plausible way to distinguish strategic
from nonstrategic ballistic missiles. But submarine-launched ballistic missiles
(SLBMs) can be launched from any point in the ocean; even SLBMs of short
range are able to attack homeland targets if launched near the coast. A
problem arises if a nonstrategic ballistic missile (against which defenses are
unconstrained) can have a range comparable to those of short-range SLBMs
(against which defenses are limited).
A second, more difficult gray area is the overlap between ABM defenses
and antisatellite (ASAT) weapons. The trajectory of a re-entry vehicle (RV)
from a strategic ballistic missile can take it to speeds and altitudes comparable to those of satellites in low earth orbit. Therefore, it is clear that weapons
intended to destroy satellites could have some potential against the RVs of
strategic ballistic missiles.
The primary difference between satellite and missile targets is that the
trajectory of a satellite, which orbits the earth in a highly predictable manner,
is much better known than the trajectory of a ballistic missile, which becomes
known only minutes before intercept. If trajectory data on a satellite are given
to an ASAT weapon only minutes before intercept, and the ASAT were capable
of operating on the same time scale, the ASAT could be operated in an
environment that would strongly resemble a system tested in an ABM mode
against an RV in midcourse:
A third potential gray area relates to defenses against the ballistic
missiles of third parties. Although the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (lNF)
Treaty of 1987 provides for the elimination of US and Soviet land-based

I

ballistic missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,000 kilometers, other nations
are not forbidden from possessing similar missiles with comparable ranges.
Defenses against these third-party missiles could also have some capability
against certain US or Soviet SLBMs, and could thus lead to compliance
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disputes.
A fourth gray area is that the ABM treaty forbids tests of non-ABM
interceptors "in an ABM mode." At present, the US and the Soviet Union do
not share a definition for this phrase that is based on a physical quantity such
as altitude. However, during the ABM treaty negotiations, the US delegation
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did make a unilateral statement concerning the definition of the phrase
"tested in an ABM mode." In part, it reads as follows:2
'lb clarify our interpretation of "tested in an ABM mode", we note that we
would considera...missile...tobe "testedin an ABM mode"if, for example,...an
interceptormissile is flight-tested to an altitude inconsistentwith interception
of targets against which air defensesare deployed.

Such a statement clearly suggeststhe US negotiators' belief in 1972 that the
altitude of a target is relevant to the definition of a "test in an ABM mode."
In addition, there is a historical precedentto use speedand altitude as
parameters that might help to define a "strategic ballistic missile or its flight
elements."The so-called"Fosterbox" was promulgated under US Undersecretary of Defensefor Researchand EngineeringJohn Foster soonafter the ABM
treaty had been ratified. It was originally used to specify a speed-altitude
boundary for targets within which US tests couldbe assumedto have nothing
to do with strategic ballistic missiles or ABM defenses-providing a working
definition for the US Department of Defenseof what a test in an ABM mode
is not. Any test involving objectsfalling outside the Foster box boundary was
deemedworthy of more extensiveinternal review by the US government,and
suchtests were allowed or disallowedon a case-by-case
basis.
The precise boundaries of the Foster box are classified, but figure 1
illustrates a hypothetical box with thresholds of 3 kilometers per secondspeed
and 70 kilometers altitude.
The negotiateduse of a Foster-like box to define permitted and prohibited
tests would help to prevent the exploitation of the gray areas involving
nonstrategic versus strategic ballistic missiles and satellites versus strategic
ballistic missiles.

THEMODEL
This paper proposesthat target speedand altitude be used as parametersto
make definitions for "strategic ballistic missile" and "test in an ABM mode"
more clear. In particular, it is proposedthat any test involving a target with
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an altitude in excessof about 70 kilometers or a speedin excessof about 3
kilometers per secondat the moment of closestapproachshould beconsidered
either a "test in an ABM mode" or a test involving a target equivalent to a
strategic ballistic missile.3This proposaldefineswhat a test in an ABM mode
is. In so doing, it is more restrictive than the Foster box, which was used to
define what a test in an ABM modeis not.
The modelused to justify thesethreshold values assumesa target ballistic
missile minimum-energy ballistic trajectory in a vacuum over a nonrotating
spherical earth for the portion of the trajectory from launch at the earth's
surface(where the accelerationto ballistic velocity is assumedto be instantaneous),until the target descendsto an altitude oflOO kilometers after passing
through apogee.From this 100-kilometer altitude until impact, a flat earth
with atmosphericdrag is assumed.
The mathematical details of the modelare presentedin the appendix,and
are used to calculate the plots presentedin figures 2 and 3.
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ANALYSIS
Figure 2 plots speed-altitude relationships for re-entry vehicles on ballistic
minimum-energy trajectories of various ranges and plausible ballistic coefficients, as they approach their points of impact.' For convenience, the proposed thresholds of 70 kilometers and 3 kilometers per second are reproduced
on this figure.
According to the SALT II treaty definition, the SS-N-6 SLBM, with a
range of 2,500 kilometers, is a strategic ballistic missile; no strategic ballistic
missile has a shorter range. A missile of 2,500 kilometers maximum range
could reach top speeds somewhat in excess of 4 kilometers per second.
Defenses capable of intercepting targets with speeds of 4 kilometers per
second or larger are therefore capable of intercepting
missiles.5

strategic ballistic

By contrast, a ballistic missile of 900 kilometers range has a maximum
speed of somewhat under 3 kilometers per second. At least one tactical
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ballistic missile-the Soviet SS-12being retired under the INF treaty-has
sucha range. The ABM treaty was not intended to constrain defensesagainst
suchmissiles.
We concludethat a plausible distinction in speedbetween strategic and
nonstrategic ballistic missiles for the purposesof the ABM treaty lies somewhere in the range between somewhatunder 3 kilometers per secondand
somewhatabove 4 kilometers per second.Adoption of the lower end of this
range (3 kilometers per second)would be consistent with a philosophy of
treaty compliancethat did not endorsethe exploitation of gray areas.
An altitude threshold is more difficult to set appropriately. Defenses
against high-flying aircraft are clearly not prohibited by the ABM treaty, and
thus the altitude at which reconnaissanceairplanes such as the US SR-71
have flown (about 30 kilometers) set a lower bound for an altitude threshold.
Another way to set an altitude threshold is to set it well above the
maximum altitude at which modem surface-to-airmissiles (SAMs)are lethal.
This would then allow tests of currently deployed SAMs, at least against
slower (tactical) ballistic missiles, and avoid the unnecessarycomplicationof
prohibiting tests againstnonstrategicmissiles by an alreadydeployedsystem.
The range of modem SAMs is on the order of 100 kilometers.6However,
few sourcesare specificaboutwhether this refers to range as measuredon the
ground (i.e. ground range) or as measuredfrom launch point to impact point
(i.e. slant range). I will assumethat a SAM with a "range of 100 kilometers"
means that it has a slant range of 100 kilometers in all directions,i.e. that its
lethal envelopeis a hemisphereof radius 100 kilometers. This is a simplifying
assumptionto which I will return shortly.
Figure 3 illustrates trajectories near the point of impact for several
ballistic missiles on minimum-energytrajectories. The uppermosttrajectory is
that of a missile with a maximum range of 900 kilometers. When this missile
is about 100 kilometers from impact, its altitude is about 65 kilometers.
Therefore,to allow a SAM with a slant range of 100 kilometers launched from
the ballistic missile's intended point of impact to be tested against such a
tactical missile, one would have to place the altitude cap on the Foster box
above65 kilometers.
Note, however, that the assumption of a hemisphere of 100-kilometer
lethal radius overstatesthe SAM'scapability by exaggeratingthe altitude that
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it could reach. The highest attainable altitude for the SAM would be reached
if it were fired straight up, and if the ground range was 100 kilometers, this
maximum altitude would be closer to 50 kilometers than to 100. The actual
lethal envelope is a flattened hemisphere with an altitude perhaps half its
ground range. Thus, even if the direction of the incoming missile were known
and the SAM located upstream of the impact point, the use of 70 kilometers
as an altitude threshold (as opposed to 30-40 kilometers) is sufficient to
provide "head room" for currently deployed SAMs (or antitactical ballistic
missiles that may be developed in the future) to be tested at their full range
without violating such a Foster box's altitude threshold.

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
This analysis suggests that thresholds of 3 kilometers per second in speed and
70 kilometers in altitude could be used to define a "test in an ABM mode" or

slantrangecontours
distance from SAM launch site
Foster box translated to x-zplane in phase space of
minimum-energy ballistic-missile re-entry vehicle
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a "strategic ballistic missile" for purposes of the ABM treaty. Any test
involving a target with a speed below 3 kilometers per second and an altitude
below 70 kilometers at the moment of closest approach between interceptor
and target would be allowed under all circumstances. A fixed land-based
interceptor could be tested against a target faster than 3 kilometers per
second or higher than 70 kilometers in accord with the development and
testing of fixed land-based ABM interceptors allowed by the ABM treaty.
The US-Soviet Agreed Statement of 1978 defining tests in an ABM mode
states in part that: 7
an interceptor missile is consideredto be "tested in an ABM mode"if it has
attempted to intercept (successfullyor not) a strategic ballistic missile or its
elementsin flight trajectory "Strategicballistic missiles or their elementsin
flight trajectory" include ballistic target-missiles with the flight trajectory
characteristicsof strategicballistic missilesor their elementsoverthe portions
of the flight trajectory involved in testing.
According to the proposal made in this paper, this text would be replaced by
something along the following lines:
an interceptor missile is consideredto be "tested in an ABM mode"if it has
attempted to intercept (successfullyor not) an objectwhosevelocityexceeds3
kilometers per secondor whosealtitude exceeds70 kilometers at the moment
of closestapproachbetween interceptor and object.
A similar understanding would be reached regarding the test of a radar in
an ABM mode. In particular, the Agreed Statement of 1978 reportedly
specifies that a radar is considered to be tested in an ABM mode if it performs
certain functions such ass
.tracking

and guiding an ABM interceptormissile; or

.tracking

strategic ballistic missiles or their elements in flight trajectory in

conjunction with an ABM radar which is tracking and guiding an ABM
interceptor missile.

I'
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This text would be replaced by somethinglike:
.tracking
and guiding an ABM interceptormissile or an interceptormissile
tested in an ABM mode; or
.tracking
an object whose velocity exceeds3 kilometers per second or
whose altitude exceeds 70 kilometers during radar illumination in
conjunction with an ABM radar that is tracking and guiding an ABM
interceptormissile or an interceptormissile beingtested in an ABM mode.

It will be noted that these modified Agreed Statements would prohibit
testing against satellites of all interceptors that are not of the fixed land-based
variety. Thus, these modified Agreed Statementsare part of an arms control
regime that goesbeyond the current ABM treaty. A clause that provided an
exceptionfor objectsin orbit around the earth could be addedif the two sides
wished to preserve an option for developingand testing ASAT weaponsthat
are mobile.
Additional issues would have to be resolved through negotiation. For
example, taken literally, the set of modified Agreed Statements might be
construedto forbid dockingby a spaceshuttle at a spacestation. This problem
could be resolved by an agreementto permit all "intercepts" with a relative
speedof less than 50 meters per secondbetweentarget and interceptor when
the distance between target and interceptor is less than 1 kilometer. (Fifty
meters per secondis somewhatarbitrary but is a value that is much smaller
than any plausible closing velocitybetweena real interceptor and its target.)
A second issue is that tests of mechanisms designed for boost-phase
interception might be "legal" under this regime. In the earliest stagesof flight,
ballistic missiles travel slowly while at low altitudes. Certain boost-phase
weapons(such as ground-basedlasers or air-launched interceptors)could in
principle be tested against boosters in flight shortly after launch without
violating speed-altitudethreshold limitations. Ifboth sideswanted to foreclose
tests of weaponsfor boost-phaseintercept, they could agreeexplicitly to forbid
tests against missiles during boost-phase but within the speed-altitude
thresholds.
A third issue is one of verification. The term "moment of closestapproach"
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is well-defined in a physical sense, but cooperative measures might be
necessaryto verify this definition in practice.
In the regime proposedabove,thresholds are defined with respect to the
moment of closest approach between interceptor and target. However, a
variant on the aboveregime would be to define the thresholds in terms of the
greatest speedand altitude of the target in its entire trajectory (or would-be
trajectory if it were intercepted), as was reportedly done with the original
Foster box. This would make the regime much more stringent, since the
apogee(rather than the target altitude at the moment of closestinterceptor
approach)would have to fit within the altitude threshold.
Finally, the two sides could simply agree to forbid all tests outside the 3
kilometers per secondand 70 kilometers thresholds. This would be tantamount to eliminating the specialstatus that the ABM treaty accordsto fixed
land-basedinterceptors, and would also de facto prohibit all ASATtests. This
would strengthen the ABM treaty regime by preventing ABM work disguised
as ASAT work, and would help to preservespaceassetson both sides.
1b summarize,the possibleregimes are characterizedby four degreesof
freedom: whether speed-altitude thresholds are applied to the moment of
closestapproachbetweentarget and interceptor or to the target at all points
along its destinedtrajectory; whether these thresholds should also be applied
to fixed land-basedinterceptors; whether boost-phaseintercepts are allowed;
and whether explicit exceptionsfor tests against satellites are allowed. In all
cases,rules should be negotiatedto permit nondestructivedocking.
The argument has beenmade for a threshold in speedof 3 kilometers per
secondand a threshold in altitude of 70 kilometers at a certain momentin the
trajectory of the target. But the important issue is not these precisefigures,
but rather that greater conceptualclarity can result from such an approachto
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resolving ambiguities.
Is greater conceptualclarity a plus or a minus? At present, compliance
assessmentsare hamperedby the lack of precisedefinitions. The result is that
compliance assessmentsare now based on highly subjective judgments of
whether or not a given piece of hardware could substitute fully for an ABM
systemor component,or whether or not a componentis tested against a target
with the flight characteristics of a strategic ballistic missile. A regime that
complementedsubjectivejudgments with moreobjectivecriteria would be very
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helpful from the perspective of those who endorse the central premise of the
ABM treaty-that
restrictions on the development and testing of ABM
systems serves the interests of both the US and the Soviet Union.
Thus, the real issue is whether or not the US and the Soviet Union have
the political will and desire to conduct their testing under negotiated restrictions. If they do, then the general approach described here--the specification
of quantitative thresholds tied to system performance parameters beyond
which testing is forbidden-may have some potential for clarifying the existing
treaty regime. If they do not, neither this approach nor any other will prove
workable.

Appendix
BALUSTIC-MISSILE
KINEMATICS
We begin with the well-known equationdefining the possibletrajectories for projectile
motion in a central gravitational force field in a vacuum.9

r =~Z2
.!.

[1 +[1 + ~

(GMef

J/2COS«(J
+ 80)]

(1)

In the general case,this equationdescribesan ellipse with onefocal point at the center
of the earth and whoselongitudinal axis is oriented at an angle -80.
In this equation
Meis the mass of the earth, and G the universal gravitational constant;
r is the distanceof the projectile from the centerof the earth;
E is the total energy per unit massof the projectile,which is constantand given by the
sum of its kinetic energyv02f2and potential energy -GMefa (eachper unit mass)at the
momentof launch, where Vois the initial speedof the projectile and a is the radius of
the earth.,
Zis the angular momentumof the projectile per unit mass,also a constant,and given
by Z = vIPsinr, where r is the angle that the velocity vector makes with the local
vertical at the momentof launch.
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Ifwe take Otobe the angleof the projectileas measuredcounterclockwisefrom the
place of launch, then 00is given by:
00 = cos-1

[

--1
aGM
[2 e

[1 +

/2

]

(2)

J

2E[2

(GMe)2

Figure 4 illustrates the anglesand distancesinvolved.
Equations 1 and 2 can combined and rewritten together (after a great deal of
algebraic manipulation) to give a relationship between r, the earth's radius a, and the
initial velocity and launch angle as:10

a_I
--+

r

-cosO

avo. )
[_SIllY
2

sin(y -0)

siny

2

(3)

GM e

Note that in this equation r must be equal to a when 0 = 0 or, at the other end of the
trajectory, when 0 = RIa, whereR is the range of the projectile. The minimum-energy
trajectory of a given range is specified by the launch angle y that minimizes the
projectile velocity needed to travel that range. We find that the angle Ymin
that
correspondsto the minimum necessaryvelocity is:
Ymin= ~?

+ It)

(4)

Equations 3 and 4 suffice to specify completelythe minimum energy trajectory of a
specifiedrange. The conservationof energy also provides a relationship between the
speedof the projectile and its radial position:

.!.v; -~
2

a

= .!.v2-~
2

r

(5)

Thesethree equationsallow us to calculatethe speedand angle of the projectile at an
altitude of 100 kilometers, i.e., at point A in figure 4. By assumption,point A is the
point at which the projectile enters the atmosphere,and atmosphericdrag must now
be taken into account. Below 100 kilometers, we use a modified exponential atmo-
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sphere, in which atmospheric density P is given by:ll
p = poexp(-z/l)

(6)

where
z = height above the surface of the earth in kilofeet (0.305 kilometers)
The sea-level density Po= 1.225 kg m-3
l = 23 -O.OI64(z -197) + 4.61cos(0.02992[z -197])
To calculate the velocity as a function of altitude, we employ a flat earth approximation, in which Newton's Second Law gives:

~=-Pifi(~)
~
dt

= -g -~
2/3

(7)

(~v )

Poin

Figure4: Idealized ballistic missiletrajectories on a spherical earth
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where x is the direction of the horizontal motion alongthe trajectory and f3is the ratio
of the mass of the projectile to its drag area. (A point projectile is assumed,with the
consequencethat f3is the only parameter that affects the motion of the RV. The
dependenceof the resisting forceon the square of the velocity arises from an assumption that the only force acting on the projectile comes from the deflection of the
airstream against the moving projectile}2)Modern RVshave f3in the region of 2,000
lbs per square foot (about 10,000kg m-2),old RVs perhaps a few to several hundred
pounds per square foot.
These equations can be numerically integrated to provide the relationships
betweenv%and Vzas functions of altitude, shownin figure 2. Defining v as (v~+ V~)ll2
providesa relation betweenv and z, characterizedby f3and the range of the projectile.
Oncev%has beenobtainedas a function of altitude, it can be integratednumerically once more, resulting in an x-z plot of the trajectory itself in the presenceof atmosphericdrag.
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